Robert L Jefferies Virtual Issue

Professor R.L. (Bob) Jefferies was a highly respected, productive and influential ecologist, who published much of his core output in some 29 papers in the Journal of Ecology, over a period of 47 years. Nineteen of these papers, spanning his entire career, are assembled in this virtual issue.

Bob also served the Journal as an energetic Associate Editor from 1988 until his untimely death, at the height of his powers, in 2009.

Although always first and foremost an ecologist, Bob’s distinctive approach brought an early, rigorous training in plant physiology and biophysics to bear on field problems at population, ecosystem and, eventually, global scales. His early work on the ionic relations of plants adapted respectively to calcareous and acidic soils has become a now classic study. Later, at the University of East Anglia in Norfolk, UK, he developed his life-long research interest in salt marshes, making important contributions to our understanding of the physiological and population ecology of halophytes.

It was after his move to Toronto in 1974, however, that Bob established the research programme on the coastal marshes of the Hudson Bay lowlands of Northern Canada that would become his leading contribution to science. His initial focus there was the ecology and physiology of coastal halophytes in the arctic, but he quickly demonstrated that interactions between nesting snow geese and the plants were key drivers of the local ecology, unravelling their consequences for nitrogen cycling and primary production. He documented how snow geese fertilized the salt marsh plants that in turn served as forage for their broods. Then, snow goose populations exploded in the 1980s; the unprecedented overgrazing that followed led eventually to denudation and functional collapse of the coastal salt marsh systems. His research showed that the goose populations had increased as a result of changes in agricultural practices and hunting pressure in their wintering grounds in the Gulf states of the USA. Bob’s work demonstrated how global change can occur over long distances through a purely biological mechanism – migratory birds. It was this contribution to our understanding of global change effects on arctic ecosystems that led to Bob being invited to serve as one of the Canadian representatives on the IPCC panel which was awarded the Nobel Peace prize in 2007.

Bob Jefferies will be remembered warmly by generations of colleagues and students alike for his inspiration, kindness and courtesy. It is fitting that a graduate scholarship has been established in his memory. More information about this memorial scholarship and how to make a donation are available at the University of Toronto’s dedicated website.
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